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1. The European Union has been operating in a protracted crisis mode now for several 

years. Over the past five decades, crises of the EEC, EC and EU have frequently triggered 

progress towards more European integration. Regarding the current situation, we cannot 

see yet whether the financial, banking and sovereign debt crises and their contaminations of 

the Eurozone will be good or bad for the future of Europe Union.1 Yet, many believe that the 

EU did reach – politically and normatively speaking – the limits of the methods by which the 

Euro-crisis has been managed so far: Aimed at fighting the failures of markets and states, 

EU leaders have transferred national legislative competences to the European level while 

strengthening old or creating new supranational bodies with unprecedented executive, 

legislative and judicial enforcement powers. For doing so, the EU was forced to overstretch 

its treaty base, creating strains with national democratic practices, and loosing public 

support. 

                                                            
1 P. C. Schmitter (2012): “The Crisis of the Euro, the Crisis of the European Union and the Crisis of Democracy in 
Europe” (unpublished manuscript, Florence, EUI). 
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2. European citizens perceive the crises of the Euro, of the European Union and of 

democracy in highly differentiated ways. Yet, whether in the context of creditor or donor 

states, they are subject to the deeply unequal impacts of the new regulatory and 

redistributive policies developed outside their nationally elected institutions. In the new 

interconnected worlds of global finance and European monetary Union, citizens experience 

their progressive disempowerment as principles of their national democratic polity. At the 

same time they put little – or even loose - trust in European level representative agencies. 

Although the Lisbon Treaty has framed the democratic life of the Union in the terms of 

representative and participatory democracy, so far citizens have been offered little (the 

European Citizen Initiative being the only exception) to effectively bring these provisions to 

life.  More in particular, except for Irish citizens, European citizens lack opportunities for 

directly participating in public opinion and political will formation, let alone institutional 

decision making on key issues concerning the future of EMU, “economic government” and 

Political Union. As this stands, the Eurozone is heading towards a crisis of ‘democracy–as we 

know it’, indicated by widening popular contestations, if not populist mobilization against 

‘responsible’ European politics that is perceived as little responsive to public interests. The 

2014 European elections risk providing momentum for a seminal,   unprecedented anti-

European backlash.

3. If the governance of the euro-crisis is to succeed and the “vision for the future of the 

Economic and Monetary Union” set out by President of the European Council to take roots2, 

innovative legitimation strategies are urgently needed. These should credibly convey the 

message that the unfinished journey of democracy in Europe is going on. The search for 

such legitimation strategies needs to tackle three crucial issues: How to hold the newly 

empowered non-elected supranational authorities publicly accountable; how to provide 

citizens’ with new opportunities for democratic participation; and, more specifically, how to 

provide them with voice on crucial issues of socio-economic decision-making that directly 

affect their lives.

                                                            
2 “Towards a Genuine Economic and Monetary Union”. Report by Present of the European Council Herman 
Van Rompuy, Brussels, 26 June 2012. 
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4. Some of the most recent democratic innovations in theory and practice are informed by 

the ‘deliberative turn’ that democratic theorists have developed since more than a decade

ago3. Regarding the European context, the European Think-Tank ‘Notre Europe’ has early on 

aimed at drawing lessons from the failed referendums on EU constitutional treaty 

ratification in France and the Netherlands in 2005 and is dedicated since to assessing 

deliberative and participatory experiments at EU level4. EU Commissioner Margot 

Wallström launched in December 2008 a “pan-European Citizens’ Consultation”, inviting 

citizens from all Member States to debate the future of the EU in the first EU citizens’ 

conferences across territorial and linguistic boundaries.5 EuroPolis, “a deliberative polity-

making project” funded by the EU’s research framework program, has conducted live social 

experiments focused the 2009 European parliamentary elections for assessing how 

European citizens’ attitudes and voting behaviour change depending on their exposure to 

balanced information.6 In European integration theory, the deliberative turn has gained 

purchase in inspiring the innovative conception of ‘integration through deliberation’7. In 

drawing heavily on and developing this paradigm, pluri-annual EU framework research 

program ‘RECON’ has brought together theorists of deliberative democracy such as James 

Bohman and John Dryzek with over a hundred of European Social Scientists, Lawyers and 

Political Economists engaged with developing and assessing alternative models for 

reconstituting democracy in the EU8. Deliberative innovations in democratic theory and 

practice provide important resources for developing democratic legitimation strategies for 

the Eurozone/EMU. They are important in so far as they will help overcome certain 

limitations of representative democracy on the one hand and correct flaws in implementing 

                                                            
3 To name but three of the influential contributions to the deliberative turn in democratic theory, see J. Dryzek 
(2000): “Deliberative Democracy and Beyond: Liberals, Critics, Contestations”; id. (2006) “Deliberative Global 
Politics: Discourse and Democracy in a Divided World”; and id. (2011) “Foundations and Frontiers of 
Deliberative Governance”. 
4 L. Boussaguet (2011): “Listening to the views of European public. An assessment of the first participatory 
experiments to be organised across the Community”. Notre Europe, Policy Paper 44, September 2011.
5 Website of ex-European Commissioner Margot Wallström, www.ec.europa.eu/archives/commission_2004-
2009/wallstrom/communicating/debate-eu_en.htm. For a review, see Boussaguet L. and R. Dehousse (2007) 
“L’Europe des profanes: l’experience des premières conférences citoyennes », in Costa and Magnette (eds. 
2007) : « Une Europe des élites ? Réflexions sur la fracture démocratique de l’Union européenne ». 
6 For presentation and discussion of EuroPolis research findings, see 
www.sv.uio.no/arena/english/research/projects/europolis.
7 E.O.Eriksen and J.E.Fossum eds. (2000): “Integration through Deliberation”. 
8 For the integrated research project “Reconstituting Democracy in Europe” coordinated by ARENA, University 
of Oslo, and funded under the EU 6th framework research program (2005-11), see www.reconproject.eu/
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direct democracy, on the other9.  The following points develop the claim that deliberative 

forms of citizen participation will enhance the democratic life of the Union if they 

adequately combine with representative practices on the one hand and direct democratic 

methods (European citizens initiative; popular referendums) on the other. 

5. Deliberative methods for citizens’ participation differ from both, representative and 

direct democracy in crucial respects: Representative democracy relies on general elections

and direct democracy on popular initiatives, referendums or plebiscites, but both methods 

ultimately rest on the quantitative aggregation of voters’ preferences as the basis of 

legitimation. Yet, if parliamentary election turnout is low, and parliamentary and 

government parties unable to build majorities, democratic representation of public 

preferences will be inexorably weakened. In such cases, the idea to ‘give power back to the 

people’ via referendums may be principally good. However, under certain conditions this 

idea can become, as a matter of fact, a bad one, for instance if the public sphere is 

corrupted, citizens’ preferences being actively manipulated, or if no alternatives have been 

framed among which citizens’ can reasonably decide.10 Deliberative democratic theory is 

critical of any distortions resulting from democratic practices that are not supported by 

deliberations in mass public spheres. It defies democratic procedures that do not invest in 

citizens’ capacity building as a prerequisite for making informed choices. It objects the 

implementation of procedures if they undermine parliamentary deliberations. Deliberative 

theory holds that democratic decisions are only legitimate provided they are preceded by 

genuine deliberations that are open to all (at least all affected). Deliberative practices 

should be free from distortions by unequal political power, economic wealth or interest 

group influence. They should aim at building consensus or, if this is not achievable, lead to 

informed majority decisions, as second best solution. In sum, deliberative methods seek to 

improve the qualities of citizens’ preference formation, public opinion and political will 

formation and, thus, enhance the legitimation of collective decision making. 

                                                            
9 See T. Evas, U. Liebert, C. Lord eds. (2012) ‘Multilayered Representation in the European Union. Parliaments, 
Courts and the Public Sphere (Baden-Baden, NOMOS); and U. Liebert, A. Gattig, T. Evas eds. ‘Democratizing the 
EU from Below? Citizens, Civil Society and the Public Sphere’ (Ashgate, forthcoming).
10 For instance for a most recent case in point, see T. S. Pappas: ‘A Greek referendum was, in fact, a bad idea’
(4. November 2011). 
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6. Deliberative theoretical criticisms of conventional understandings of democracy 

notwithstanding, deliberative democratic practices will and cannot replace mainstream 

representative or direct democracy. Rather, they will complement and, thus, help remedy 

the institutional limitations of the latter. For instance, given that elections are the primary 

institutional mechanism by which citizens delegate power to their representatives in the EU 

multilevel polity, deliberative methods need to be applied to elections (for instance to 

candidate selection within parties, or to defining electoral programs), to crucial legislative 

decision-making as well as to accountability procedures in order to make ‘agents’ 

(representatives, executives) more responsive to the ‘principals’ (citizens) preferences and 

needs. Deliberative methods are particularly necessary also for institutionalizing direct 

democratic devices, such as popular initiatives, referendums and plebiscites, if these want 

to empower the citizens – for instance, in terms of influencing the political agenda, 

approving or repealing legislative acts, or ratifying constitutional or treaty reforms – in to 

not simply through their ballot (or vote electronically) but make use of their powers in 

enlightened and, thus, responsible ways.   Yet, a number of principled doubts have been 

raised against some deliberative conceptions. These need to be taken care of if practices of 

deliberation are to be applied to the EU for boosting its democratic legitimation.

7. Can deliberative methods work in general, and in the EU-polity in particular, given the 

complex governance modes of contemporary political systems? Legally speaking, the EU’s 

Lisbon Treaty provides the necessary bases for introducing deliberative methods for 

improving the representative and participatory democratic life of the Union, including also 

the potentially direct channel of the newly created European Citizens Initiative. However, 

the practical working of European citizens’ deliberations will be fraught by the well-known 

complexities of the EU’s modes of governance (‘Community Method’; ‘Intergovernmental or 

Union Method’, ‘Open Method of Coordination’, etc.) that are largely inaccessible to 

citizens’. It has been questioned whether under these conditions deliberative methods can

be expected to work, on three grounds: First, deliberative methods are perceived to 

strengthen the elitism of EU governance rather than inclusion and democratization from 

below since they require a particularly high level of cognitive resources and communicative 

skills. Also, the multi-national nature of the EU allegedly obstructs any meaningful 

preference, opinion and will formation among citizens participating in deliberative practices, 
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due to language barriers and the lack of a European public sphere. Finally, deliberative 

instruments are seen as nothing but “cheap talk” that cannot yield any concrete results. Or, 

if they eventually do, these arguably will not matter tangibly since political and 

administrative decisions will be effectively taken at other sites. 

8. Advocates of deliberative democratic practices respond to these doubts by specifying the 

conditions that are necessary for making sure that meaningful, legitimate and effective 

deliberation occurs in practice. First, the toolkit of deliberative strategies is neither limited 

to “deliberative polls” to be used by governments to test public opinion on difficult policy 

changes, nor is it limited to “deliberative supranationalism” involving only experts. In fact, 

deliberative practices do draw on a large range of tools for non-elitist, inclusive procedures 

to ensure fair representation and inclusion of the less educated, more diffident and 

culturally disadvantaged constituencies. Methods such as drawing lots make sure that 

everybody has a similar chance to participate in deliberative assemblies. Second, a further 

important condition for successful deliberative processes is to provide the necessary 

infrastructures for citizens’ capacity building and, moreover, for meaningful transnational 

deliberation across different linguistic backgrounds. Third, efficient and effective 

deliberation requires that goals of these processes be clearly defined in advance, and, 

moreover, that its outcomes be linked to formal-legal decision-making, for instance by 

submitted them to parliamentary legislation, administrative action or a referendum. The 

next section provides an overview of important examples of deliberative methods, followed 

by illustrations of how these have been - or could be - implemented in the context of the 

EU. 

9. The tool-kit of deliberative instruments consists of an ever expanding range of methods 

for empowering citizens’ to participate in public dialogue, including, most notably:

(1) citizens’ consultation, based on advance education of the citizens by experts during the 

debate; (2) ‘deliberative polls’, including “transnational deliberative polling”11; (3) ‘citizens’ 

                                                            
11 See E. Olsen and H.J. Trenz: “From Citizens’ Deliberation to Popular Will-Formation? Generating Democratic 
Legitimacy in Transnational Deliberative Polling”. Conference Paper prepared for ESA Conference, Milan Nov. 
30/Dec. 1st, 2012. The method of “deliberative polling” has been invented by Professor James Fishkin at 
Stanford University and attempts to put into practice the principle that democratic legitimacy rests on 
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consensus conferences’ that are open to all and connected to ‘councils’ with more 

restricted civil society participation and the task of decision-making; (4) participatory 

budgeting, (5) methods of ‘discursive representation’12. A range of these innovative 

instruments have been implemented world-wide: In the US, successful practices of 

deliberation based “empowered participation” has been practiced at the local level in poor 

Chicago neighbourhoods,  “reinventing urban democracy”13. “Deliberative polling” 

techniques have diffused from California across the world.14 From 2003 – 10, the Brazilian 

Government under Lula invested most heavily in dialogical deliberative instruments.15

Forms of deliberative democracy have been introduced in Iceland (Icelandic National Forum, 

with 950 elected participants taking part over the course of one day); in Australian (4 days 

Citizens Parliament in 2009, with 150 randomly selected citizens); and in British Columbia 

(Citizens’ Assembly on Electoral Reform, over a series of weekends in 2009, lasting one 

year). EU-Member States with deliberative experiences include the Netherlands (Electoral 

System Civic Forum over the course of 9 months in 2006); Finland16 and at present Ireland, 

with a deliberative Constitutional Assembly with lay and political members, to last one year.

For enhancing the democratic legitimation of EU institutions and governance practices, 

three – more or less modest – strategies are proposed. In the following a few examples are 

given as illustrations for how deliberate devices could be applied to the EU. Provided the 

problems of representativeness, agenda setting, transparency and openness, and 

government mandate are settled, these will enhancing the EU’s democratic life through 

citizens’ participation in supra- und transnational political dialogue:

(1) Provided EU leaders opt for a limited or even full-fledged EU treaty reform aimed at 

constitutionalizing institutional changes they made in response to the Euro-crisis, the

Convention procedure laid down in the Treaty of Lisbon will be used. In this case, the EP, 

the EESC and European civil society might endorse a resolution proposing “discursive 

                                                                                                                                                                                            
informed opinion, open deliberation, and equal participation of citizens. For Center for Deliberative 
Democracy, Department of Communication at Stanford University: www.cdd.stanford.edu/. 
12 J. Dryzek and S. Niemeyer (2008): “Discursive Representation”. APSR Vol. 102, No. 4.
13 Archon Fung : “Empowered Participation. Reinventing Urban Democracy”. Princeton University Press 2004.
14 J. Fishkin, see www.cdd.stanford.edu/
15 In Brazil from 2003-10, more than 70 National Conferences in 40 different thematic fields occurred, 
preceded by municipal and State conferences, with the estimated participation of 5 million people. In addition, 
27 National Councils brought together the representatives of Government and civil society organizations to
16 See http://www.abo.fi/institution/dce_democratic.
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representation” as a method for selecting Convention members and designing it as a 

“deliberative transnational public” aimed at consensus. This will help re-empower

democratic citizenship in the Union in a crucial respect, namely building citizens’ 

cognitive capacities and sophistication in view of their up-coming vote in ratification 

referendums (at least in a number of member states, potentially through a pan-

European referendum). 

(2) Moreover, before and after treaty reforms, deliberative methods should be used as 

tools for settling legitimacy concerns about non-elected agencies that have been hugely 

empowered for managing the Euro-crisis. Although formally autonomous, the European 

Central Bank, the European Stability Mechanism or the newly created surveillance 

authorities with their unprecedented power concentrations ought to submit to the 

norms and procedures of “accountable autonomy”. This is based on an institutional 

design for administrative and democratic organization that allows for empowered 

participation (A. Fung 2004: 5). Applied to the future EMU, the European Parliament 

might turn into a public “accountability forum”17. Here, MEP’s would actively seek cues 

from their constituencies and hold publicly transmitted deliberative conferences for 

scrutinizing the supranational agencies to which Member States have delegated the 

surveillance authority to closely watch the performance of their banks, state budgets 

and structural reforms.

(3) Finally, the social dimension of governing EMU is another contentious field where 

citizens’ consultations should be pivotal for reconciling the social with monetary and 

economic integration. Art. 9 TFEU established the “horizontal social clause”, aimed at 

assessing the social impacts of EU legislative and regulatory acts. The EP could bring this 

provision to life by submitting, for instance, the “European Semester” to scrutiny based 

on Art. 9 through public deliberative procedures that are open to all interested citizens 

and stake-holders. The EU’s dialogical institutions for resolving socio-economic conflict, 

the “Social Dialogue” and the “European Economic and Social Committee” clearly do not 

live up to this task. While the former brings only EU level top organizations together that 

may agree on binding legislative decisions, the second consists of member organizations 

appointed by national governments for five years but with no prerogatives other than 

                                                            
17  For this concept, see Deirdre Curtin.
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consultation. The EP is relatively more open to the public and closer to the citizens. 

Thus, the challenge of reconciling economic and social integration in deepening EMU will 

benefit from deliberative forums established by the EP where lay persons and civil 

society – not only experts, delegates from government, or organized interests - have a 

voice. 

10. To sum up, to date the Eurozone’s crisis management has fuelled many European 

citizens’ concerns about the fate of democracy. The disempowerment of citizens in national 

arenas and the parallel empowerment of non-elected supranational bodies is arguably 

exacerbating the divisive conflict about how to distribute the costs of the financial, 

economic and fiscal crises. Drawing lessons from past failures of direct democratic 

procedures for EU Constitutional Treaty ratification in a limited number of Member States 

on the one hand, and building on the deliberative turn in recent democratic theory and 

practices across the world, on the other hand, the present contribution submits that 

innovative deliberative strategies will be by no means a panacea. But they can help EU 

leaders and citizens to strengthen representative and direct democracy at the EU level18, 

thus turning the currently bad Euro-crisis into a good one for the future of EMU and 

European Political Union.

                                                            
18 For proposals focusing on representative and direct democratic reforms in the EU, see the „modest 
propositions“ developed by P. C. Schmitter (2000): “How to Democratize the European Union. And Why 
Bother”; P.C.Schmitter and A.Trechsel (2004): “The Future of Democracy in Europe. Trends, Analyses and 
Reforms”; and S. Hix  (2008): “What is Wrong with the EU Polity and How to Fix It”.  
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